SPEL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS (UNOFFICIAL)

PLEASE SEE HANDBOOK FOR DETAILS ON TIMELINESS AND PROGRESS CRITERIA

Minimum 3.3 GPA / 3.7 for funding.

- FYS sec-pol
- FYS ethics
- ANGLO-AMERICAN (ANY)

distribution reqs. in any order (except FYS)

proficiencies (if needed) -> Fall 2nd yr

- LOGIC
- HIST. – ANCIENT
- HIST. – MODERN

COMPREHENSIVE EXAMS (JAN 2nd yr)
OR THESIS

M.A.

Minimum 3.3 GPA / 3.7 for funding.

- FYS if not already
- (ANY)

4th colloq. required for M.A.; may be waived for 5yr students

Ph.D.

Minimum 3.3 GPA / 3.7 for funding.

- FYS if not already
- (ANY)

LANGUAGE OR LOGIC 2
(by end of 3rd year)

QUALIFYING EXAM
(3rd semester post-MA)

DISSERTATION AND DEFENSE

* please see “SPEL Requirements for Satisfactory Progress Towards the Degree” for additional information